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Happy Thanksgiving! My oldest Jacob just turned 16. Before we know it, he
will be off to college and starting his own life. I am reminded at this time of
year how precious time really is. Personally I have had to sacrifice a lot over
the last 5 years or more to get the business up and running. My goal and
challenge now is to really work on life/work balance.. I am very thankful for
the blessings of this year and for the encouragement of my wife Rachel and
my kids to pursue my dreams.

First Large Apartment Deal

I am also very grateful that we closed on our very first large apartment deal
in Las Cruces. What a blessing this year has been! I can honestly say this
has been one of the most challenging and rewarding projects I have ever
taken and we could not have done it without the support of all our friends,
family and team partners. Apartment investing like many businesses is a
team sport. There is no way to do this alone. We give our thanks to God for
getting us through the tough times and making this happen.
This is what we call a heavy value-add project. The business plan is to
renovate the exterior and interior of the units and raise rents by $50-$100
per month. We have added a professional property manager to our team that
will emplement the necessary systems to decrease expenses, increase rents
and maintain high occupancy. The cool thing about multifamily is that even
modest improvements to the income of the property can boost the value of
the property substantially which means that we can expect to achieve really
good returns over time. More on that below.

New Markets

The team's main focus right now is the asset management duties for the Las
Cruces portfolio which we are calling "Mountain Springs Pointe Apartments".
This means that we are busy implementing the business plan for the
properties including unit renovations and repairs, evaluating quotes from
contractors for the exterior construction and coordinating frequently with the
property manager to ensure the transition is going as planned. One of the
items we are focused on now is getting new signs for the properties.
Saying that, we are still on the look-out for new opportunities and markets,
especially in light of how overpriced and competitive markets like Tucson and

Phoenix are getting. The returns on many properies are very low. For
example, we just evaluated a larger offering in Tucson where the returns
appear to be less than 4%. Our investors are expecting a minimum 14%
return so this is hardly worth our time looking at. Markets that we are
currently evaluating now include El Paso, Texas, San Antonio, Texas,
Albuquerque and of course Las Cruces.
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Value-Add Properties
What is Value-Add Investing?
Why do we invest in value-add properties and what exactly does that mean?
Value-add is a term that basically describes a property that needs some work
or has some or a lot of deferred maintenance. It could also be a property that
is mismanaged or does not have professional property management in place.
Both of these are the case with the Las Cruces portfolio that we just
purchased.
Typically, properties like this can be purchased at lower prices than
properties that are already completely renovated or have little or no deferred
maintenance. There are a lot factors to consider in this, but normally valueadd properties have the potential for greater returns, especially in growing
areas and stable neighborhoods. Value-add investing does add some risk to
the investment compared to a stabilized property, however.. The level of risk
is directly correlated to the returns. This means that a value- add property
will typically show higher returns than an already stabilized property but the
level of risk for the investment is also higher.
By implementing professional property management and peforming
renovations, we can increase rents, decrease expenses and thereby mediate
some of the increased risk. This has a direct impact on the bottom line as
well. Like any business, an increase in the net operating income translates
into an increase in the overall value of the business. In multifamily investing,
this means that the value of the property is increased, sometimes
dramatically.

We can take advantage of this increased value in a couple of ways. We can
refinance the property and pull some or all of capital back out for the
investors and we can sell the property at the end and pay the investment off
plus offer additional returns. There are actually three ways to pay our
investors!
1. Monthly cash flow.
2. Refinance.
3. Sell of the property.
In my humble opinion, this is why multifamily investing, in particular valueadd investing, is so powerful to building wealth over time.
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Book Review

I would recommend this audio book for anyone interested in active and
passive investing. It is a comprehensive guide from A to Z on what to look for
in apartment syndication deals. It goes over every aspect of the syndication
investing model including the closing process, due diligence, financing and
how to evaluate deals. I was surprised listening to this at the level of detail
that was presented. I think the book covers apartment investing better than
most syndication books intended for active investors.
It really dives deep into evaluating sponsors for the deals as well. This is
crucial for those that are interested in investing passively but do not have the
time to invest actively due to their busy careers and businesses.. At times,
the level of detail and discussion of the numbers gets painfully boring and

drones on and on. In my opinion, the book is much too long. I think it is
better read like a reference guide to look up a chapter that might apply to
you at the time.

Returns and How to Invest
Note: These are forward looking investments and no guarantee of returns
can be made. However, with that said, we usually underwrite deals so that
we can pay 7-8% cash on cash per year to our investors. We will refinance or
sell the property after 7-10 years with the goal of returning our investors'
principal plus gains from the sale. We can accept taxable funds or money
from Self-Directed IRAs or Solo 401ks.
Please register on our investor portal to hear about our next deal.

Investor Portal

Schedule a Call
Happy to help.
Let me know if you have any questions and reach out to me anytime.
Once we find the right investment we will be in touch.
Please feel free to forward this information to other people that may be
interested.
Regards,
Colby Fryar
Cell: 520 730 4086
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